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Good afternoon,  

We wanted to bring your attention to corn fungicide timing. Last year, most of southern Ontario farmers 

were introduced to a new disease: Tar Spot. As dry as it has been for the last few weeks, we still need to 

have this disease on our radar as morning dews and high humidity are still a prefect environment for 

this disease to get established. Last week we attended a meeting with Dekalb where we learned about 

the disease some more. Here is what we learned:  

What it looks like:  

 

This disease is going to show up on the lower leaves first and is typically where the dew hangs on the 

longest. They are little black spots that don’t rub off.  

Control:  

Fortunately, we do have great fungicides available to help control this aggressive disease. Delaro 

Complete from Bayer offers great control of the disease. Bayer and Dekalb recommend for the most 

protection a R1 timing that pairs well with the timing to reduce DON in corn. A top of half rate Proline 

will give you the best of both worlds Tar Spot protection and DON suppression. The reason behind a R1 

timing is it allows the fungicide to protect longer during grain fill vs a VT timing of some other fungicides.  

http://www.sheaag.com/


Here is a timing diagram for staging your corn crop:  

 

 

Delaro Complete and Proline also offer great suppression of Northern Corn Leaf Blight, Grey Leaf Spot 

and Stalk rots.  

Helpful Link:  

Tar spot in the spotlight  

Ground vs Aerial Application  

Preventative vs. Curative Fungicides | Integrated Crop Management  

Corn Diseases  

Also going to add in we have a Western Bean Cut worm trap set up at the shop and Dekalb with others 

in the area. Stressed crops are often high risk for pests and diseases. Here are the week 1 counts:  

Rodney- 71 

Bothwell-135 

Shedden-23  

Dresden-105 

Watford- 113  

Forest-106 

https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/tar-spot-in-the-spotlight
https://sprayers101.com/ground-vs-aerial/
https://crops.extension.iastate.edu/cropnews/2008/07/preventative-vs-curative-fungicides
https://www.cropscience.bayer.us/learning-center/articles/corn-diseases-threaten-yields


Soybeans:  

Along with Corn we need to protect our soybean yield potential. Delaro is a great option for soybeans 

and even in drought conditions applying a fungicide will protect the plants from environmental stresses. 

Heavy dews and humid weather still leave beans at risk for white mould and other soybean diseases.  

Timing is between R1 and R3 which many beans will be entering in the next few weeks.  

 

 

R1 is any flower on the Upper nodes of the plant and R1.5 is when there a small pin bean pods on the 

lower nodes. R1.5 is the suggest best timing for a single application of Delaro. R3 is getting later and 

when there are pods less than ¾ long in the upper most parts of the plant.  

 

 

 



Post Wheat Harvest:  

If you were lucky enough to get some wheat in last fall and it survived now is a great time to some 

compaction breaking tillage. 360 Bullet points lift and fracture more soil than conventional points. Dry 

conditions offer the best soil conditions to remove compacted layers from previous years. Points in 

stock and will fit most makes and models of rippers  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Ontario ON-FARM Climate Action Fund  

There is a new cost-share program being rolled out to help Ontario farms tackle climate change. There 

are 3 areas this program with be targeting:  

• Cover Crops  

• Nitrogen Management  

• Rotational Grazing  

 

What is different about this program from the past is that if you have a valid FBRN number and a valid 

up-to-date Premises ID number you can apply. You will also need a Crop Nutrient Plan completed by a 

CCA as well.  

 

Here is the Link going over the Nitrogen Management program requirements: 

https://programguides.ontariosoilcrop.org/program/nitrogen-management/   

Cost Share funding is 65% capped at $30,000!  

Equipment that qualifies are:  

Banding equipment like, Conceal, Yetter 2968 Fertilizer openers  

Siding dressing equipment: Y-Drops, side dresser  

Equipment for later applications of in crop: High clearance spreaders, Y-Drop kits for Self propelled 

sprayers  

Variable Rate controllers  

When to Apply? August 3rd to August 17th, 2022  

Where to apply? Can apply online or mail it in  

Links:  

Brief Overview  

On-Farm Program Guide  

Premise ID Registry   

If you were thinking of implementing any of this technology or practices to your operation, we are 

happy to help.  

 

 

 

https://programguides.ontariosoilcrop.org/program/nitrogen-management/
https://www.ontariosoilcrop.org/ontario-on-farm-climate-action-fund/
https://programguides.ontariosoilcrop.org/
https://www.ontariopid.com/en-CA/


 


